TEMPLE OF

MINERVA
& BOTANICAL GARDENS

S

et amongst the winding paths & ornamental
plantings, the classical Temple of Minerva appears
through verdant foliage.

A hidden gem in the tranquil setting of the Bath Botanical Gardens, The Temple
of Minerva is licensed for up to 35 guest for a seated civil ceremony. Open up the
doors and with seating outside your guest numbers can comfortably swell to 100.
Beside the Temple there is a lawned area suitable for a large marquee and with
numerous photographic opportunities, the Botanical Gardens provides a wonderful
backdrop for your big day.
From a practical perspective The Temple of Minerva is heated, has a small utility
area and there is a WC and disabled access.

ROYAL
VICTORIA PARK

& BANDSTAND

L

ocated in the heart of the city of Bath and set in
f ifty seven acres of picturesque grounds, royal
Victoria Park is a magnificent setting for your
wedding celebrations .

The iconic Royal Crescent forms the perfect backdrop and is one of the greatest
examples of Georgian architecture to be found in the UK.
The Grade II listed shell bandstand was designed by Charles Davis in 1887 with
acoustics in mind. When your ceremony is complete why not let a brass band take
over and play to you and your guests. Royal Victoria Park is the perfect location for
a traditional rope and pole marquee to help you create a truly vintage feel to your
special day.
The Bandstand offers an unrivalled view of the iconic Royal Crescent and forms
the perfect backdrop for your photographs. The Crescent is one of the greatest
examples of Georgian architecture to be found in the UK

PARADE

GARDENS
& THE COLONNADES

W

ith it’s truly spectacular backdrop of city
spires and the famous Pulteney Bridge, Parade
G ardens offers a stunning location to host
your wedding.

Parade Gardens is licensed for civil ceremonies for up to 100 guests.
You chose the location, either the Edwardian Bandstand or beneath the riverside
the Colonnades, both are beautiful locations within a truly special park.
The vintage garden is renowned for its vibrant bedding displays and informal lawns
which provides an excellent site for marquess for up to 100 guests.
At Parade Gardens you have the flexibility to have a very grand or intimate wedding
in this stunning city garden.

